The organization of motor responses to noxious stimuli.
Withdrawal reflexes are the simplest centrally organized responses to painful stimuli, making them popular models for the study of nociception. Until recently, it was believed that withdrawal was a single reflex response involving excitation of all flexor muscles in a limb with concomitant inhibition of extensors. However, recent findings suggest that withdrawal reflexes are tailored to produce the most appropriate movement according the site at which the stimulus is applied, which could require extensors to act as the primary movers. This idea is supported by new evidence obtained from the direct measurement of limb movements, although these data indicate that differentiation of withdrawal reflexes is most readily seen from stimuli applied to the plantar surface of the foot. Injurious stimuli augment the protective function of reflexes by enhancing (sensitizing) reflexes that protect the injured site and inhibiting those reflexes that might exacerbate the insult. The areas from which a reflex can be sensitized closely match those from which the reflex itself can be evoked, provided that the spinal cord is intact. If descending pathways are interrupted, sensitization can be evoked from a much wider area. Thus, the exact movement made in a withdrawal reflex is determined by the location of the evoking stimulus and whether the reflex sensitized or inhibited after an injury depends on the relationship between the site of the injury and the movement made by the reflex. The factors should be borne in mind when designing experiments in which reflexes are used as the end point in studies of nociception.